We propose a class of optimal decoding algorithms for data acquisition applications of Sigma Delta (EA) modulators. Our technique is applicable to all current EA structures, including single and double loop, cascade and interpolative modulators. While the performance of our technique is identical to that of other optimal nonlinear decoding schemes such as table look-up, it is considerably simpler to implement. Simulation results are presented to compare the performance of our decoding technique to that of linear decoders.
Introduction
Sigma Delta (EA) modulators as A / D converters have recently received considerable attention both in industry and in the signal processing literature. Their theoretical attraction lies in the trade-olf provided between sampling rate and resolution of the inloop quan tizer-specifically, they can achieve the same or higher resolution as multi-bit quantizers operating a t the Kyquist rate by employing a low-resolution quantizer operating a t many times the Nyquist rate. In practice, the nonlinearity resulting from unevenly spaced quantization levels in the low-resolution quantizer is a serious problem, and a one-bit quantizer is usually preferred for its extreme ease of implementation.
EA modula.tors generally require fewer and simpler components than comparable converters of different types, and are robust against circuit imperfections. Furthermore, they obviate the need for stringent analog anti-aliasing filtering, and relegate the strict processing demands to the digital domain. They are thus attractive for VLSI applications with relatively low-bandv;idth signals.
In [I] we iiitroduced a general time domain technique for analyzing 22, niodulators under certain assumptions; these assumptions will also be made here. The), include e One-hit in-loop quantizer, given by where B = (-6, +b) is the full dynamic range, and b is a colistant.
* T<nown initial integrator states. In fact, we assume for convenience that these are all initialized to zero before the encotlcr is start,ed.
Constant input. The input X is assumed t o be a random variable ivhich takes on constant values in the dynamic range D c B . This reflects the fact that we are focusing on datu acquisition applications in which inputs can be assumed to be more or less constant.
In practice, the full dynamic range is seldom used. One reason is t o avoid the possibility of exceeding the dynamic range: another is that the largest estimation errors are generally made when the input is close t o ztb [l, 21. We therefore restrict the dynamic range to D = (-I<b, + l i b ) , where li is chosen throughout to be 0.9.
The particular set-up we consider for a conversion cycle of the EA. modulator is thus the following: The initial states are set to zero, and the encoder is run for N cycles with constant input. The resulting i'i-bit output sequence is fed into the decoder which produces an estimate of the input. In accordance with
[3], 1%' is referred to as the oversampling ratio (OSR); note that a different definition is in use for EA modulators operating on dynamic inputs. In [ l ] Lve decoupled the modulator into the encoder and decoder parts and investigated the encoder separately. T h e idea was to view the encoder as a source coder or non-uniform quantizer, dividing the dynamic range into intervals separated by transition points. u.ith each interval corresponding t o a distinct .\'-bit output sequence or codeword. The optimal performance in terms of minimizing the Alean Squared Error (MSE) is achieved by a decoder which takes a codeword as its input, and outputs the midpoint of the corresponding interval.' Such a decoder is higllly nonlinear. It exploits the specific bit patterns, rather than a frequency domain representation of them, to arrive a t optimal estimates of the input.
In [l] we indicated that the optimal decoder could in principle be impleincuted using a T h i s is oiily strictly true if the random variable X is uniformly distributed on D. I t holds in the limit as N -+ 00 if X has a smooth probability density function; the correction for finite N is minor for moderate and large N .
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Single loop modulator
The single loop encoder is the simplest EA encoder. Figure   1 shows its discrete-time model, consisting of two adders, a delay element D and a one-bit quantizer Q whose function is given by (1). The inner loop is a discrete integrator which operates on the difference between the input and the quantizer output; due to the negative feedback, the encoder minimizes the accumulated difference between input and output. Section 2.1 presents an optimal decoding scheme under the assumptions stated in section 1, and section 2.2 presents simulation results.
Zoomer
In terms of the state variable U;, the system obeys the difference equation U; = U;-1 + x;-1 -Q(U;-1), i 2 1 (2) Assuming that the state at time zero is U0 = 0, it is seen that the state at time n is given by
where S, is the running sum of output bits given by
Assuming constant input, X ; = X for i 2 0, the first sum in (3) is n X , and for any given codeword, S, can be found by summation of the known output sequence. Note that with the definition SO = 0, we have the recursive relationship A Sn = Sn-1 + Q(Un-1)I 12 2 1
(5)
The only information available to the decoder is the N-bit encoder output sequence, {Q(U,), 0 < n < N -l}, or equivalently, the signs of the quantizer input sequence. Taking (3) into account, this information determines whether the sum of inputs is greater or less than the sum of outputs at each time n. For each n we can thus derive the following bounds on the input:
where X, is the running average given by 1 n x, = -s, ( 
7)
The first two bits of any codeword are uninformative, since they Since there are only a finite number of codewords for inputs in the dynamic range, each codeword can be generated by a specific range of inputs [L]. The zoomer is the decoder which uses the succcssion of lower and upper bounds from (6) to arrive at the sharpest possible lower and upper bounds on the input resulting in a specific codeword. This is done using two registers L and U , initialized to the endpoints of the dynamic range, that is, to -l i b = -0.9b an.d + K b = +0.9b, respectively. Sweeping n from 2 to N -1, the zoomer maintains the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound in the registers; at each time step, the new bound is compared with previous bounds, and the appropriate bound register updated accordingly. This extracts all information from the codeword, resulting in an optimal decoding procedure. The zoomer is mostly linear, but the conditional register updating is nonlinear. For specificity, Figure 2 Conversely, all non-codewords will result in incompatible bounds. This last fact is shown in Appendix A.
The zoomer approach is reminiscent of successive appro.+-mation, but unlike that type of conversion, a new codeword bit is far from certain to produce new information. In fact, it has been shown that the number of codewords with n bits is close t o n2/2, and so at time n, there are only approximately
This means that for most of the n2/2 codewords, the last bit is uniquely determined by the previous bits, and for these codewords it carries no information at all.
The calculations involved in the algorithm are quite simple, the division in (7) being the most time-consuming. However, it is not necessary t o actually do the divisions until the end; for example, to decide whether or not X, > X,, we only need to check whether mS, > nS, (8) This reduces to integer multiplications rather than floating-point divisions. Instead of storing the best lower and upper X , in the bound registers L and U , we then need to store the best pairs This means that if two adjacent bits are both positive, only the bound corresponding t o the second bit needs to be calculated, since the bound due t o the first bit is guaranteed to be inferior t o that of the second one. The decoder can easily check for this by looking one bit a.head in the codeword.' We can also use (13) to compare t,wo lower bounds for more general p. As a replacement for (8) , this is only useful if the bound X , at time n is the best lower bound at time n. Similar derivations and comments can be made for the case where p positive bits are interspersed between two negative bits, and we wish to compare the two upper bounds.
To assess the value of the above, the work involved in using (13) must be comparcd with that of using (8) . The comparison in (13) calls for integer multiplications to replace (8) , which also contains integer multiplications. However, the integer factors in (13) are simpler, especially for small p . For instance, all that needs t o be checked for p = 1 is the sign of S,. For p = 2, the factor ( p -I) reduces t o 1, and for p = 3, both ( p -1) and ( p + 1) are powers of 2. Since small values of p are more likely t o occur, this could potentially save considerable computation.
Simulation results
This subsection provides quantitative measures of the performance of the zoomer compared to linear decoders. Two performance measures are used, namely the MSE and the worst-case (JVC) estimation error. These are equivalent t o the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) and the worst-case resolution in bits, respectively. To define them, we first introduce some notat,ion.
The number of possible codewords as the input X sweeps over the dynamic range D is denoted by C, and the decoder estimate of the input giving rise to the ith codeword is denoted by X ; . The decoder estimate as a function of the random variable X is denoted by X . Finally, we denote the interval corresponding t o the ith codeword by I,, and its width by dj.
TVe assume that the constant input X is uniformly distributed on the dynamic range D. This is an analytical convenience, but it is not cardinal to our technique; any piecewise continuous probability density function for X on D can be incorporated in the analysis below. The performance measures are defined as follows:
The BISE is given by
The USE contribution from the ith interval is
The total LISE is found by taking the weighted sum of these errors.
where I D 1 is the length of the dynamic range. 
1=1
The xorst-case error is an important performance measure for non-uniform quantizers such as ZA modulators, since it specifies the local performance, as opposed the MSE which is a global or average measure. The worst-case error is given by
The worst-case resolution in bits is 
Double loop modulator
The double loop encoder is a generalization of the single loop encoder which achieves a more favorable trade-off between resolution and oversampling ratio; its discrete-time model is shown in Figure 5 . It contains two cascaded discrete integrators, and the quantizer output is fed back to the input as well as to an intermediate node. Section 3.1 presents an optimal decoding scheme under the assumptions stated in section 1, and section 3.2 presents simulation results. It is seen that for a given oversampling ratio, the zoomer results in about 8 dB or 1; bits of extra SNR, and increases the worst-case resolution by 1 bit. Alternatively, the zoomer requires half the oversampling ratio of the FIR filter to obtain essentially the same performance. This translates into shorter data acquisition times. Both SNR curves have a slope of 9 dB/octave, and both worst-case resolution curves have a slope of 1 bit/octave.
A direct comparison of these results to those obtainable with other types of A/D converters is difficult, but for purposes of illustration we briefly consider the popular and robust Dual Slope convertcr. We assume the required number of clock cycles to be comparable to the oversampling ratio of a EA modulator. A Dual Slope converter using P clock cycles for full-scale inputs has the eflcct of dividing the dynamic range into P / 2 intervals of length 4b/P each. This leads to log, 5 bits of worst-case resolution, an MSE of 4b2/3P2 and an SNR of 2010g10 P. To match the worst-case resolution of the single loop zoomer at an oversampling ratio of 128, the Dual Slope converter thus requires approximately 450 cycles, and to match the SNR, ;t requires approximately 3000 cycles.
Zoomer
The analysis of the double loop encoder proceeds in similar fashion to that of the single loop encoder. The governing difference equations are It can be shown that assuming zero initial states, U0 = VO = 0, the state of the second integrator at time n is given by [l] n-1 n-1
U,= ~( . -i , x ; -Q ( u o ) -C (~-i + l ) Q ( U ; ) ,
Assuming constant input, Xi = X for i 2 0, the first sum is n(n -l)X/2. As for the second sum, let us define the running loop zoomer is the decoder which uses the succession of lower and upper bounds from (28) to arrive at overall lower and upper bounds on the input resulting in the codeword. This is achieved by using two registers 1; and U , initialized to the endpoints of the dynamic range. Sweeping R from 3 to R -1, the zoomer maintains the greatest lower bound and the least upper bound in the registers. For specificity, Figure 6 shows a flowchart of the double loop zoomer algorithm. During the conversion cycle, the floating-point division in (29) can be replaced by integer multiplication, since comparisons of the form X, > X, can be put in the simpler form
As in the single loop case, there are alternative formulas to decide whether or not a new bound is better than an old bound in the special case described by (9) . However, they are much more complicated for the double loop encoder. Even when two successive bits are identical, it is not certain that the second bound is better t,liaii the first one.
Simulation results
This subsection compares the performance of the double loop zoomer to that of linear decoding. There is no parallel in the literature to the asymptotically optimal FIR filter (21) for single loop modulation. The linear decoder under consideration here is therefore chosen to be the N-tap filter with sinc3 transfer function; this is believed to be close to optimal. The performance measures considered are again SNR and worst-case resolution. Figures 7 and 8 show simulation results for the SNR and the worst-case resolution. It is seen that the zoomer is superior to the sinc3 filter: .4t a given oversampling ratio, the SNR gain is between 20 and 30 dB, and the worst-case resolution gain is between 3 and 5 bits. The SNR and worst-case resolution achieved by the sinc3 filter at an oversampling ratio of 256 are reached by the zoomer at oversampling ratios of approximately 100 and 64, respectively. This translates into shorter data acquisition times. For the zoomer, the slopes of the SNR and worst-case resolution curves are about 17 dB/octave and 2.3 bits/octave, respectively. For the linear filter, the slopes are 14.7 dB/octave and 1.7 bits/octave. It is thus seen that ideally, the zoomer achieves a better trade-off w i t h oversampling ratlo than the linear filter, and the gap between the curves widens as the oversampling ratio increases.
A tentative comparison with a Dual Slope converter can be made, similar to the one in subsection 2.2. To match the worstcase resolution of the double loop zoomer at an oversampling ratio of 128, the Dual Slope converter requires approximately 20,000 clock cycles, and to match the MSE performance, it needs about 90,000 clock cycles. Figure 9 shows the discrete-time model of the two stage MASH encoder. The MASH architecture was originally proposed by Uchimura et al. 161 and has been extensively analyzed by Wong, Chou and Gray in several papers, including [SI and [9] . The encoder consists of two single loop stages, of which the first is fed with the input, and the second is fed with the quantization error sequence of the first stage.
The original papers on this cascade structure also include a noise cancelling circuit which performs noise shaping and combine the two binary output streams into one quaternary sequence. This has the effect of eliminating the direct appearance of the first stage quantization error in the output sequence, It should be noted that although this is a desirable characteristic, the circuit might in general be discarding information present in the separate stage outputs. In addition, for data acquisition applications, the noise shaping characteristic is of little importance since the input is more or less constant. Here we will adopt the viewpoint that the noise cancelling circuit is part of a decoder, and the decoder should not be limited to operating on the sequence obtained by irreversibly combining the two output sequences into one. We will therefore use {Q(U;)} and {Q(ri:)} directly for decoding. Section 4.1 presents an optimal decoding scheme under the assumptions stated in section 1, and section 4.2 presents simulation results.
Zoomer
The difference equations governing the two stage encoder are Assuming as usual that U. = VO = 0, these can be solved to yield 
As before we assume that the input is constant, X, = X for i 2 0.
At time n, (32) and (33) each provide potential new bounds on this input; specifically, for n 2 1 ( 3 2 ) results in
where
The two stage zoomer is the decoder which uses the succession of lower and upper bounds from both (40) and (42) to arrive at overall lower and upper bounds on the input resulting in a specific codeword. 
Simulation results
This subsection compares the performance of the two stage zoomer to an N-tap filter with a sinc3 transfer function. It is shown in [8] that this filter has the same performance dependence on oversampling ratio as an ideal low-pass filter with cut-off frequency 1,"; furthermore, it is stated in [8] that no sincM filter, M > 3, achieves a better trade-off with oversampling ratio !V.
Figures 10 and 11 show SNR and worst-case resolution curves as functions of the oversampling ratio. It is seen that at a given oversampling ratio, the zoomer outperforms the sinc3 filter by 20-30 dB of SNR and 2.5 bits of worst-case resolution. For the depicted range of oversampling ratios, this translates into a reduction by a factor of 2-3 in data acquisition times to achieve a given performance. For the zoomer, the slopes of the SNR and worst-case resolution curves are about 18 dB/octave and 2.2 bits/octave, respectively. For the linear filter, the slopes are 14.7 dB/octave and 2.2 bits/octave. It is thus seen that ideally, the zoomer achieves a better trade-off with oversampling ratio than the linear filter, and the gap between the curves widens as the oversampling ratio increases. Compared with the double loop results in Figures 7 and 8 , the slope difference for the two stage is about 1 dB/octave greater for the SNR curves, while the slope difference for the worst-case resolution curves is about 0.6 bit/octave inferior. 
Interpolative modulators
The general interpolative encoder structure is shown in Figure   12 [2] . It is characterized by the transfer function H ( t ) which is chosen to be low-pass. This section will demonstrate the applicability of the zoomer concept to interpolative encoders.
Let us denote the impulse response of H ( z ) by {ho, hl, hz,. . .}.
To avoid race-around we must have ho = 0. It is seen that the state variable at time 12 2 1 is given by
i=O for constant input. The zoomer algorithm thus becomes 
*=O in agreement with (7) . Note that neither the double loop nor the two stage encoder are interpolative encoders.
Conclusions
We have introduced a general technique for optimal decoding of the output of ideal EA encoders under the assumptions of constant input and known initial integrator states. The technique is based on deriving a succession of upper and lower bounds on the input interval. The optimal decoder is nonlinear, as might be expected from the nonlinear nature of the encoder. Our results indicate that under ideal circumstances, substantial reductions in SISE and worst-case error can be achieved. This translates into reductions in data acquisition times. Future work will be directed towards implementing a working prototype.
A Appendix
We will show by contradiction that all non-codewords result in incompatible bounds. Assume that a non-codeword gives rise to zoomer bounds L' < U'. Choose any input satisfying L' < X' < U', and determine the corresponding codeword. Since the codeword and the non-codeword are different, we can find the earliest time step no at which they differ. The zoomer bounds XA will be same for the two sequences at all times 7~ 5 no, so in particular, the best bounds at time n, denoted by L', and U;, will be the same up to time no. At time no, the new bound X& will be a lower bound when decoding one of the sequences, and an upper bound when decoding the other. The new bound is either outside or inside the interval (Lko-lr UAo-l). If it is outside, the new bound cannot be consistent wit,h decoding both sequences. Since the codeword decoding is consistent by definition, the decoding of the non-codeword must be inconsistent. If the new bound is inside the interval limited by the best bounds at time no -1, it will be consistent with these bounds when decoding both sequences, but at time no, the decoding results in the interval splitting into two disjoint intervals, (L&-l, X&) and (X&, ULo-l) . It is thus impossible that the two sequences are decoded to the same interval. In both cases, the assumptions are violated.
